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Abstract 
We carried out simulations of a polymer chain using molecular dynamics algorythm. As a model we used a three  set monomers 
(electrically charged material points) connected with its nearest neighbours by harmonic potential. Additionally all pairs of segments interacts 
by the Lennard -Jones (LJ) and Coulomb forces. The aim of the simulation was to determine chain co
radius of gyration and moment of inertia for various polymer length and electric charge distribution. 
field. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Linear polymers consisting of segments (monomers) connected by flexible joints constitute a very important class. Charged 
molecular chains like DNA, RNA and polypeptides are fundamental for biological systems. Therafore they are widely used in 
pharmaceutical and food industries [2,3], in the life sciences [4], and medicine [5–7]. In all this fields of industry and science the 
principal role is played by a structures of diluted chains. On the other hand polymer structure in gas phase is important for the 
chemical vapor deposition and competition technique for the layer by layer (LbL) in many industries processes, where solution 
processing methods can cause problems of side reactions with the solvent or with residual oxygen [8,9]. 
In this work we tried out to find correlations between size, shape parameter, average of the neighbors number and deviation of 
the neighbors number in relation to the temperature and charge distribution. 
 
2. MODEL 
 
Presented model is based on one described in [10]. Polymer is build from structures monomers characterized by mass m and 
electrostatic charge q. The polymer integrity is assured by harmonic interaction between neighboring monomers: 
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Parameter e  describes potential well depth and Q of proportionality enclosing inter alia dielectric constant. 
To provide thermal bath we used Langevin’s approximation which adds another two terms - dissipative and random:  
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l
equilibrium the random variable lx  must have zero average and be uncorrelated. Their variance is connected with equilibrium 
temperature T by relation coming from fluctuation-dissipation theorem: 
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where kB is a Boltzmann constant and tD  is an average time. In summary, the tot al equation of motion for l-th monomer is given 
by: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )l H l LJ l Q l R lF x F x F x F x F x= + + +          (6) 
 
3. SIMULATION 
 
Evolution of polymer chain was investigated  by molecular dynamics simulation. Equations of motion were solved using Velocity 
Verlet algorithm [11]. As long as it was possible we try to use dimensionless units. The energy unit was equal to parameter e . 
Distances was measured in a. Temperature was measured in /Bk T e and time unit was chosen to be 02 /p v where 
0 2
212
ma
ev = 0 / 4g v= for all simulations. The 
time step used to integrate equations of motion fixed at 0.01 of the time unit. 
  
4. RESULTS 
 
We performed simulations of two different charge distribution along polymer chain. In the first one we divided polymer into 
three equal parts: core and two tails. Monomers in the core had q  = 0.67 while the rest was characterized by q = -0.33. Note that 
q is only simulation parameter describing contribution of electrostatic forces into all interactions in the system  and should not be 
treated as a multiplication of elementary charge. In the second case almost all monomers has q = 1.0. The only exception was one 
of polymer ends which has q = and tail”.  
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 is coefficient 
   (N   1). This distribution was called ”head 
pair of monomers interacts due to Lennard-Jones and electrostatic forces: 
where x  stands for position of l-th monomer, k is elastic constant, a denotes optimal distance between particles. Moreover every 
gwhere  is a friction constant and x denotes random kick acting on l-th particle. To allow the system to reach thermal 
is a higher frequency in Lennard Jones chain. We also choose k=16.66,  -
- -
 A. Equilibrium conformation 
 
                             
Fig.1 Examples of equilibrium states for both charges distributions (T=7.3) 
 
 
For each equilibrium conformation we measured a shape parameter defined as: 
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where xCM denotes position of polymer mass centre. It is easy to calculate that S = 1.0 for a sphere, 0.6 for a ball (hollow sphere) 
and 1/12 for a straight line. The results are presented  on plots 2. Note that for small temperature the value of shape parameter 
rounds 0.6, which suggest ball structure. With increasing temperature the tail of polymer unwinds. It is interesting that in case of 
 
 
                  
 
Fig.2 Shape parameter vs. t  
 
 
We also check density of monomers in the neighbourhood of a particular segment. To illustrate it we choose two parameters. 
First is an average number of monomers closest than 3.0 distance units, the second is a deviation from an average for given chain 
conformation with different radius of the neighbourhood denoted by d: fig. 3. 
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 emperature for different charge distributions.
N × max x x-i= =1,..., ;N j N i j1,...,
core and tails distribution we observe the minimum of S for T  2.0 Minimum is deeper for smaller electrostatic interaction.  c
                     
 
Fig.3 Average no. of neighbors vs. temperature for different charge distributions. 
 
 
In both cases we observed decreasing of neighbours number on temperature as a result of unwinding. It is worth to notice that  in 
“head and tail” system this process is much more affected by electrostatic interactions. 
 
 
 
                
  
Fig.4 Deviation of the number of neighbors inside a sphere of radius d vs. temperature for different charge distributions. 
 
 
In “head and tail” case for a small values of d, the plot is flat. It suggest lack of substructures at this scale in all temperature 
range. The different situation occurs for large d. For example when d=5.0 the plot starts from 0, because all monomers are inside 
initial ball formed around the head. While temperature is growing some monomers could escape and form a tail. This causes 
rapid increasing of fluctuations in number of neighbours at this particular scale.  
On the other hand for “core and tails” we observed distinct behaviour. Decreasing for high temperature was correlated with quite 
uniform monomers density distribution in unwound chain. For d higher than 2 we noticed maxima between T=1.0 and T=3.0, it 
suggest occurrence of substructures with radius corresponding to the observation scale d. Different location of maxima at plots 
could be interpreted as evolution of density fluctuation size with temperature changes. At the scale given by d = 2 we did not 
notice any substructures. 
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Fig.5 Radius of polymer vs. temperature for both charge distribution. 
 
 
At the end we measured radius of gyration for different Q and T: fig. 5. In “head and tail” case a radius increased with 
temperature as an effect of tail formation, whereas for “core and tails” system we observed globule-coil transition around T=2.0 
similarly as in paper [9].  
 
B. Diffusion coefficient. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6 Diffusion coefficient calculated for different temperatures. 
 
 
Diffusion coefficient was strongly correlated with number of monomers in chain. As we expected diffusion coefficient increase 
with temperature. As example at fig. 6 we presented diffusion coefficient versus temperature for coil and tail case. Because of 
properties of our model, the inter-molecular interaction does not influence on whole chain movement. Therefore diffusion 
coefficient will not depend on specific charge distribution. In real experiments this situation corresponds to diffusion in gas or in 
ideal solvent. One of our future targets is to expand presented model for real electrolyte solutions.   
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5. CONCLUSIONS  
 
We presented two different polymer structures. The fundamental difference between them was a charge distribution along a 
chain. The detailed analysis of equilibrium conformation has been done for both of them. We expect that o  of charged 
Lennard-Jones polymer could be useful at least as a structures predicting tool. Moreover we could fit the charge distribution to 
get specific, obtained experimentally molecules. Then, using computer simulation it is possible to predict many macroscopic 
properties of such particles. 
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